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1. Introductory remarks 

In my lecture at this summer school, I would like to talk about what 

we call as "Bubble Chamber Experiment". Though there have been many 

interesting experiments done for so-called Weak Interaction Studies, I 

would like to confine myself only tD/the topics of strong interaction 

studies by using a bubble chamber. 

Because of the limitation of time I have to leave the topics of bubble 

chamber technologies out of my talk. Accordingly we will not discuss 

anything, unless otherwise necessary, about for examples such questions 

as "what is a bubble chamber ?" or "what should we prepare for bubble 

chamber exposures, about incident beams, bubble chamber operating condi

tions, films and so on?" Instead we simply assume that we use a very 

conventional hydrogen bubble chamber with a size of up to 2-meters, with 

a usual 20 K Gauss magnetic field. We shall start with questions "What 

can we see on bubble chamber films ?" and "What can we learn about Strong 

Interaction Physics from the events we see on the hydrogen bubble chamber 

films ?" 

It would be however very helpful for you to know how scanning and 

measurement of bubble chamber films go, and to understand how measured 

data are processed into physically interesting results. 

Scanning; Scanning is to find an event with a specific topologie or 

some specific topologies in'which we are interested. Since scanning is 

~hefirst step for film analysis, it is of essential importance in bubble 

chamber experiments. Scanning instructions are prepared by physicists 

themselves according to their experimental plans and ideas. 
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Scanning speed depends on scanners' skill, fi.lm qualities, topologi,es of the 

event-types interested, and scan-tables. Average scanning speed may range 

50-100 frames/hour in usual'1tp films. Sometimes scanning and predigitization 

are done at the same time, in particular, for automatic measuring devices. 

Measurement Measurement is usually done by so-called measuring projectors, 

of which two types of digitizers are used, one is of film-plane digitizer 

and the other, of image-plane digitizer .. Since we need, at present bubble 

chamber experiment, fairly high statistical accuracy in experimental data, 

fast measuring apparatus is in due. Various automatic and semiautomatic 

measuring apparatus are thus being used and also under development for even 

better performance in its capabilities of speed and accuracy. 

Accuracy of measurement is another important factor, since measurement of 

curvature of tracks means measurement of sagitta (S) over an arc of length 

L of the track, which directly relates to particle momentum (p) of a track. 

Particle momentum of a track is given by 

P (MeV) = 0.3 BR/sin8 

where e is an angle between magnetic rield B and track momentum 1, R, radius 

of curvature in cm of the projected track, and B, the magnetic field in 

Kilogauss. If we use projected track length ~, momentum P is given as 

P = 0.3 B12/8s· sine 

Errors in measuring momentum depend on ei and Ea , where e1 and e~ are 

e~ Measurement on the table, namely measuring machine and 

operators (in case of manual maChine}. 

C2 Inherent errors due to films, namely multiple scattering 

in the chamber which is very important and systematic 

errors due to chamber distortion, turbulance, inaccurate 

setting-up of optical system, film-tilting and finite 

resolving power of film. 

Inherent error in the photographic recording, c,... may be €)'... -S 5 ~""" on the film, 


and accordingly we need measuring precision with less than 5IA~' 


In general automatic measuring devices are better in its measuring accuracy 


than in the case of manually operated measuring projectors. This is another 


important feature of the most automatic devices besides its speed over the 


manual machines. 
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Data Processing : Measured data are now to proceed to reconstruction of events 

and kinematical fitting. Three view measurements of fiducial marks and of 

tracks of the events are geometrically reconstructed by using geometrical 

programs such as THRES~) or TVGP (Three View Geometrical Program). This 

reconstruction program gives us three fundamental kinematical quantities, ';IJ 
inverse of the radius of curvature of a track, A , a dip angle of the track, 

and cp , its azimuthal angle. Kinematical fitting is made by using such 

programs as GRIND or SQUAW, for these three quantities of tracks involved 

in each specific event. If we define vector of measured varialbes from ~t (W,p) 

", and <l' , as 

energy-momentum conservation gives constraint equations, 

zero vector 

cere t 3.,ri.f:: minimum 

Where C)A is a vector of corrections to Mjt , Mfo , a vector of measured 

variables, Gr'l-l., error matrix for M, andQt is Lagrangian multiplier respect

ively. From X2-analysis calculation gives a value of X2-fitting for 4

constraint fit and a value for I-constraint fit or else in various hypotheses. 

Now question arises, saying "what kind of information do we get then about 

the measured event ?" Ideally from these kinds of measurements of bubble 

chamber film, we can get all kind of kinematical information on the event; 

namely all angles, all momenta and masses. 

(Actually we very often miss a very short proton track with momentum less 

than about 100 MeV/c or with a large dip angle). This almost 4~-solid angle 

detection efficiency gives us most important advantage in bubble chamber 

experiment. These rather complete event-by-event kinematical information 

enable us to do various kinds of dynamical analysis for the events measured, 

such as follows; 

1) Multiplicities and single particle energy spectra 

2) Invariant mass distribution, Scattered mass-plot 

and Dalitz Plot ~ correlation among final particles. (Fig. 1) 

3) Chew-Low plot ---? Production Angular Distribution (Fig. 2) 
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4) Decay angular distri,butions of resonance-ayatem 

~ densitY' matrix elements, 

5) Various Moments, 

and 

6) Polarizations of the outgoing particles. 

Due to these dynamical analysis-technique and its-information, Bubble 

Chamber Experiment has four very important features from physics point of 

view. 

These could be summarized as follows; 

1) 	 Spectroscopies of meson and baryon resonances. By the term of 

spectroscopy, I mean studies of mass, spin-parity, charge-parity, 

isospin, branching ratio and so on. 

2) Studies of "XX,)(1t, KK scattering. 


3) Studies of reaction mechanisms, namely Regge-pole exchange, diffractive 


process and etc. through exclusive reactions. 

and 

4) Inclusive Experiments. 

For No. 1 feature I would like to refer you to my lecture-note in the Summer

school at Sugadaira in 1966~} for the Proton Synchrotron Study-Group of the 

University of Tokyo. At this Summer School, my talk would only be confined 

to what I itemized in No.2 and No.3 above. For inclusive-type experiment, 

Dr. K. Tamai will give some typical example, in connection with their recent 

~-p inclusive experiment at 8 GeV/c. 

§ 2. Studies of 1C7C, K7r and KK scatterings 

2-1 Peripheral process and the one-pion-exchange mechanism COPE) 

It is well known that our present understanding of strong interactions 

comes largely from information on the 1t:n:.. and KJl systems. For example, it is 

well understood that the It.lt system, such as /0and f 0 mesons, and the )(1C 

system such as K* and K** have always been a central problem in the stUdies 

of strong interaction physics. 
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Information on the TC.1C. and K1C. scatteri~ng has b,een mai,nly obtai,ned through 

studies of the reacttons, 

1t:.N~1t.J\.'" .-- .• (1) 

KN---+K1t"'·- _._,:2) 

after the famous pioneering work of Chew and Low. 31 

It is widely sho-wn experimentally that the differential cross section of 

the reactions (I) and (2J have ver.y characteristic forward peak. 

The processes are known as a peripheral production. This means that the 

production of single pion in the process is limited mainly to the forward 

cone of the system. 

Studies on lt1t and K7t. scattering from the analysi,s of the peripheral 

process are based on our understanding that these processes are mostly 

dominated by the so-called one-pion-exchange COPE) mechanism as illustrated 

in Fig. 3. 

Because of small pion mass, one-pi on-exchange mechanism plays its most 

predominant role in the small It I region in these reactions, where 'tl is four 

momentum transfer squared from N ~ N' in the diagram. The Chew-Low extrapo

lation is the analysis of It.Jt or K1L scattering cross section behavior at 

the pion-pole in the unphysical region in the reaction shown in the diagram. 

Analysis with reasonable accuracy is possible due mainly to the fact that 

the extrapolation length from the physical region to the pion-pole in the 

unphysical region is relatively short because of small pion mass. 

Extensive check of one-pion-exchange process has been made by G. Wolf4) 
for the reactions 

- --- AT-t~ . . f? A - - . - . - ( 5) 


FP ~ D.."tT - - -. 1L (4) 


7C1'p 
~ A ....... po - , S )
'"' - - & 

JCP ~ ( ,)trl1° 
in the very wide range of incident beam momenta from 2 to 20 GeV/c. 

In particular, they analysed the reacti9ns 

'1..1' p ~ PJt..... 1C.-t 7t:...- - - - ( 'T ) 

JCp ~ P7t- 1t1" 1(.- - - - <. 8 ) 

on the basis of the OPE diagram and obtained the remarkable success in 
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reproducing the differential cross secti,on behaviors. 

Fig. 4 shows their resultS'. 

Their conclusions can be summarized as follows; (1) the OPE contributions 

are quite substantial. Contributions amount to ~40% of the total reaction 

near threshold, and go to--90% at 20 GeV/c. (2) the shapes of mass 

distributions and of distributions of other kinematical quantities are well 

reproduced in particular for the cases in which the contribution of one of 

the OPE diagrams is isolated (for example the A+-t and/or f' events) 

Direct check of the extrapolation technique, based on the OPE model was 

made by Colton et al~) in the case of the reactions of the type L4} and of 

the types, 

( 1 ) 
and 

r p 

The experimental cross sections for these reactions at small momentum 

transfer were used to determine the on-mass-shell cross sections for the 

corresponding reactions 

1t.'t P » .l:::,.-t-t" 

~ 1t"T P 

1C,.-p ~1CF 


and 

n:p > rc: 1l1" If\.. - - _. -- (10)' 

by using the Chew-Low extrapolation. Calculated on-mass-shell cross sections 

are compared in terms of fS (s is the total energy squared for the lLN or 

1t1tN system under considerate) with the measured on-mass-shell (physical) 

cross sections. They are shown in Fig. 5. Agreements are remarkable. 

2-2 The Chew-Low Extrapolation. 

In the analysis by Colton et al~) it was also found that the result of 

the analyses depends critically on the extrapolation fountions used. 
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Before going into detaiJ§ of indi.vi,dual experimental discussi,on, let me 

first describe the most basic method of the Chew-Low extrapolation. For the 

most basic reactions (1) and (2), the cross section in the physical region 

is extrapolated up to pion-pole in the unphysical region and is obtained the 

JtK or ~X scattering cross section as expressed below; 

21C ... 2- F (t1T\.. -t) == ....• «( I)
t 2 '1ft. (4~ - //-:1. ) ~ 


where m: mass of the i7C system (or K1t system}, 


t: four momentum transfer squared (N~N'} 


)A.: 7(. -mes on mas s 


fa: pion-nucleon coupling constant 


This equation can be expanded into 

~ (11\., t) "'" ~ ( /l1tJt (qr.) ... I. C'll. (41\.) ( t /) .... ) 

'll =-1 

'1" LfP 

D...t (11\) (t +.,u..:&).1. .- - _. _. <.l2) 
.,t .. 1 

This means the ~X or K~ scattering cross section can be obtained by extrapo

lation up to the pion-pole at t==)t~ with expansion of function F em, t} into 

the power series of t. The second and the third terms in the equation (12) 

are due to the contributions other than the pure OPE mechanism and their 

intereference term with the OPE amplitude. 

By using these extrapolation method, most of the information on Jot phase 

shifts so far comes from reactions of the type (I)?) 

It has been shown however7)that the RN ~ J(il\l type reactions suffer rather 

strong absorption effects. (See Fig. 6 a,b) . 

This absorption effect makes extrapolation difficult, though various improve

ments have been tried 8) On the contrary, for the reactions of type (5) 
4)

(7tP-) .6.)t1C.), no strong absorption effect has been observed as shown by G. Wolf 

(See Fig. 4). Accordingly better extrapolation is expected to be possilbe. 

2-3 A recent example : Berkeley Experiment on Jl p -7 Jf.JC,( P at 7 GeV/ c . 

Recently a very interesting work on ~ and KK scattering has been done 
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by the Berkeley group9 ~ As was di~cussed above , it is, noti,ced that the 

react tons of the form xN -to Jt"'f..!:J. show pure 01?E ;m,echanism, without any absorption 

correction, and are considered to be very"' suitable for 1t:.Jt. scattering 

extrapolation analysis. With a special attention to this point, Berkeley 

people have measured the 700 thousand exposures(approximately 45 ~ equi

valent pictures) taken at the SLAC-LBL 82-inch hydrogen bubble chamber with 

a 1(+ beam at 7.1 GeV/c. 

For reactlon.. )(rt-p ~ A-t"'"1t+ TC.- , 2 5 4 thousand 4-prong events are measured for 

which at least .one heavilz ionizing track is observed. 68 thousand events 

of J(i' p .-,. 1t"tp ']t.'t7t- are observed. Selections are also made for the events of 

the form R-+P~ 1t"tp K't K-, with a 10% ambiguities for the K+K- events due to 

~"t~ contamination. They have selected events of the reactions 

1("t P -+ A""+ 1\.-1' 1\. 32,000 events 

~ A"t-t K"t \< 740 events 

where t::-t means M 'It? <. 1.4 GeV. Restriction for t pA (four momentum transfer 
..-t See Fig. 7 )squared from target proton to produced A , was superimposed as 

tpA = 'I t-t. ..i;r..l< 0.1 (GeV/c)2. 

This reduces ambiguities between two ~~ in the final state and also to 

enhance the ratio of OPE-events to the background4~ Since they used 

special criteria for identifying a proton track with observed heavy ioniza

tion at Spiral Reader output pulse height, they seem to have good selection 

of proton. It may sometime happen however that because of two K~ tracks, 

both 7C.p combinations drop in the above A++ mass region. In case of this 

sort of ambiguities, they selected the ~~p combination with the amallest t'PA. 
Though identical selection criteria were used for the A"t1 

K+r( reaction, no 

significant contamination of the A+t'K"'t(" events by the A.,.-t1C.:~r( events seemed 

to be found. This much less ambiguity in selecting the events may mean that 

the 6,.+-t r<..'t7t.- type reaction has better property for analysis of 1'."K.. scattering 

through the OPE than the reaction of the form 1t.N -""K,1tN 4 ~ 

The mass resolution of the ~~~ system near 1000 MeV in this experiment is 

reported to be! 6.5 MeV (HWRM}, and it is reported to be fairly independent 

on the decay angle of the TC1t system. (Fig. 81 
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As usual, invariant mass distribution of X+~- system and spherical harmonic 

moments of the system are studied. Three sharp effects are observed near 980 

MeV. They report these effects as follows: 

( 	I) The <. Y I·) moment shows very strong discontinuity at 980 ;MeV. The effect 

must be due to rapid cha.nge in either the S-wave or the P-wave amplitude, 

since below 1100 Mev, the <. y,> moment is primarily due to the interference 

effect between S-and P-waves. 

(2) 	There is a sharp rise in <Y!:1) near 980 MeV. Since the <. J;'>is mostly 

IP/2.
dominated by the contribution proportional to ( 1512 -t I P ,.a ), 

this means either increasing P-wave amplitude or the decreasing S-wave. 

(3) 	 In the mass distribution, a shoulder between 910 MeV and 950 MeV, a sharp 

drop between 950 MeV and 980 MeV, and a flat region above 980 MeV are 

observed. The sharp drop in the mass distribution, which combined with 

the <Y,> and <. y~> information implies that the observed effect is in the 

S-wave amplitude. 

In order to elaborate their analysis of the 7C.1t. system, they have made 

further analysis with the technique of the Chew-Low extrapolation, since it 

is well convinced that the reaction of the form K+P ~~~l~ is quite suitable 

for extrapolation. In this reaction, there is some disadvantage due to a 

little large I tpA I . compared with the n:.t-t~ lt1lN. case. They used a convenmln. 
tional type of Chew-Low linear extrapolation with a form factor correction of 

the type by Durr and Pilkuh~O~ 

Since the reaction is considered to be dominated by one pion-exchange, the 

amplitude for the reaction 1("'p ~ i(A'" is of the form (ignoring effects of 

absorption) ; 

A ( S,t) ~ <1(1" FIT In:: P >. <1l+1C IT I 1('1' r(>+ X .. 1:3)• - <. 
t .. 	 JA...2. 

./ 

where X stands for processes not produced by pion-exchange, namely, A2-exchange, 

It 
~P4 A.a. p, lC.-t P~ 1(1 N

~T 
,etc. When t --">~ the first term diverges while X 

remains finite. Accordingly by extrapolating to 'C'"/l~ one hopes to remove off

shell effects and non-pion-exchange contributions. The analysis then becomes 

simpler in the sense that a standard phase shift analysis may be attempted. 
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Thi,~ aimplicity is ho~ever off~et b:y the uncertainti,es i,n extrapolation 

procedures and the la.rge increase in the statistical errora. (We need to 

divi,de the data in cells of tand m1f.:n:.. Y • Uncertainty becomes larger, the 

higher the mass because It"l" incerases (see Fig. 2, 51. 
m~n. 

Now the differential cross section for the process 1(.... r -7' ("(f""C )( 1\.. t P ) 
is given by;91,41 

dt d.11 d.Av 

where " " .. - .. " - " c. 14) 

PI = c.m. momentum, E = c.m. energy, 

m = rCx.- invariant mas's, M = lC.""f> invariant mass, 

GCt 1 = form factor C=1 at 1t -pole 1, ./IA = pion mass, 

tr'""1:st. = 1\.."'I"1\.- cross section, (J"'ltf = 'K.""r cross section 

jt = virtual pion momentum in the ~~~ rest frame 

~t = incoming proton momentum in the "Jt·f rest frame. 

If we define i and Q for later use, as 

q = outgoing 'It"" momentum in 'K~'J'\- rest frame 

Q = outgoing proton momentum in ~r rest frame, 

where we have, 

1 
.2.t1 

Extrapolation 1.s m.ade by calculating fi,r~t; 

•• ~~ M2 

== 4'7C."! r~ E..2. ) "t/Jf..) d..--'b S d. t1 . ~a 2t Gr ( t)" tf"Q. t o--~ f 
~ tJ' til 0 (t_.,.~·)a 

Integration of (J41 is made by' setting fi'l\. = 1 mb as a unit and d'i p is the 

physical ~p~ Jt'tp scattering cross sect:i:.on.. Then we make fitting the func

tion Fem, t1 to a polynomial in t by the formula 

-10
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4.'5 a- ) /'F('IIl, t) =( 
d.t

l 
ciM fl..,. /' ft-'ft-'0A P'a ..•.. (1'7) 

where the function F(rn, t) is calculated by taking the experimental cross 

section averaged over a bin in Ct, m, M} and divided bya-OPE ' t and mare 

m=(m + m2 }/2 and t=(t l + t 2 )/2 and the cross section for ~~x: is then givenl 
by ~x.1t. (m}=F(m, t= ~':" ). 

In general, for this procedure one needs higher order polynomials in t to 

obtain good results. 6) ,11) 

Berkeley people, however, made successful extrapolation by using only a linear 

or at most quadratic forms, but with a help of Durr-Pilkuhn (DP} form factors 

for modifying cr-OPEo When we use the DP form factors, the disadvantage is 

that we must know in advance the amounts of each partial wave present. 

The effect of the DP form factors however is not so big and so a rough esti 

mation usually works adequate. 

The DP form factor can be expressed by replacing Jt withlO ) , 4) 

3 for S-wave 

(1-rc 1 l' 

, -t 

kp'" 

R( 
b'" 
b:'u 

). J for P-wave 

J . . .. .. ~ Ii) 
(~)Ii. ( 

% 

t 1" 

1 1 

~~:"L~;"'1 Rck.4~" 

3 ~~ ft 1 R"'-4 0t> 4 
) ; for d-wave 

and for the A"t vertex, Qt is replaced by 

0. 


for G(t), it is usually expressed by a slowly varying function; 

such as 4) 

q.(t) ~ c - ./~ a where C=2.29 ! 0.27 CG~V12 
c..'t V 

-1 8 -1 4-1
For calculating o-OPE' RA =4.0 GeY ,Rp=.2 Gey and Ed=l .Q GeV are 

used 	and the experimental values ~~tf a~e taken from the data by Carter 
9) ,12) 

e t a1 ° 
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Then a least squares fit is made to~ 

F em, t r = a + bt • - - - . - - <.'<0) 

to determine ~ and b. for various mass bins. Extrapolations were tried for 

many different t-intervals. 

To extrapolate the ( YL) moments they simply did caluculation of the form~ 

1'1 -.wentd 

• 
. . . . . . . (.2 \)( Yl/ (1JIl, t) = (2:- Y L-,

t..= 1 

where N=rlUmber of events in (m, tl cell, and fit(Y,-">Cm, t) for eachm to 


a function a+bt. The Jot (,(Lo> is assumed to be equal to (,(L'> Lm, .)J.. ). 


Since the moments are normalized, one can neglect kinematic factors. 


The validity of the extrapolation procedure can be checked by looking at 

o 

Y...l for the It.-f'p vertex as a function of lC."ip and "Jl-t'Jl mass. They should show 

no dependence on Tt"\'1C,- mass. 

The extrapolated mass distribution and the spherical harmonic moments <. Y./> 
of the It-f'1'( system are found to be very similar to the data for I tfA' I ~ 0.1 (Gcyt)~ 

both of which are given in Fig. 9~Fig. 13 for comparison. 

We observe that only noteworthy difference is at the <. \"0-> moment. Again 

the most striking features are seen in the ~"\'~- mass system near 980 MeV and 

the <. YI') and the <. 12.) moments in the region of 900-1000 MeV. 

In connection with their interpretation of the observed striking features, 

t hey have ana1ysed the K K + - spect rum Wl. th 740 event s of K+K- A .pot.~ 

The spectrum is shown in Fig. 9 (c). Study of cross section ratio between 

the (..t7t- 11.... "' ) events and the (K+K- A~'" ) is also made. We observe in the 

figure a very sharp rise in the K+K- mass near 980 MeV, threshold energy for 
+ - + K K system. This feature of the K K spectrum is most naturally interpreted 

that a rapid change in the S-wave is associated with the K K threshold. 

These ~1~' and K+K- cross sections are checked with its unitarity values. 

After the evaluation of the TC"1C.- -+ It....,{ and 1t....lC ~ K+K- cross sections, 

we are ready to make analysis of partial wave amplitudes for ~-t~ scattering. 

The partial wave amplitudes for ~~~- scattering may be written a~l; 
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~ • ,s = To ... .L 
~3 0 To 

2- , P T. J ........... (,U) 


D .: 2 Tz.· "t J... Ta." :::: i~'3 ~ F 

where 

1 !t • x.
TL = Jl;tf,dL. . . . _ . . . _ . . . ... (.23) 

.2~ ( ~ L- - 1 ) 

Upper indices denote I-spin and lower indices angular momentum. The cross 

section and the ('(Lot> >moments are, in terms of the above amplitude; 

. - - - . . .. <2-4-) 

, (rT .rr-'" rr .,.. :\ 4 f(1\A.
<.. Yl >= Ni Re ( 5~ f ) T 2 N{ Re ( PO) ... 3 JJf Roe (0 f)) U·J(.:I(~, 

A 

/ Y b' '>::: ~o Re <. D""'F) 4.1t.A 
"I I 5 {if1C: Oil'\. , 

•• ___ • _ . (:.2~) 

1. "J:. 

What we want to determine are inelasticity t I.. and phase shift~ ... for each 

wave with I=O and I=2 or I=l correspondingly. Then the total number of 

parameters to be determined at each value of m x~ is 12, assuming partical 

waves up to L=3 are important. Accordingly it is not possible to determine 
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them by an energy independent ana.l~i's us~ng the 1t..+f ~ It''i' A"" alone, since 

we ~ve onl1' seven con~trai:nt~ (JIix ID.9m.ent s and th.e cros~ sectionl. In order 

to extract phase shifts and inelasticities we parametri,ze them as functions 

of Xll mass and then do a least-square fit to the m.oments and the cross 

section. For the Berkeley group it was also necessary to make some model 

parametrization for X1t.. scattering. 

Protopopescu et ail made various parametrizations and analysed the scatter

ing. Here we leave the details of their parametrization for further reference 

and give only their conclusion. 

For example, taking the following parametrization like 

d-wave the f-meson with Mf =1270 MeV, ~.=180 MeV 

p-wave the J-meson with M =770 MeV, ~'=140 MeV 
* 	 s-wave (a) 	the S -meson with coupling to both KK and~,but no 

coupling to other channels. 

(b) 	an elastic s-wave background represented by a constant 

phase shift d · 
With these parametrization, they draw their conclusion on the anomalous 

*)
behavior of s-wave amplitude near 1 GeV. The s-wave phase shift at 900 MeV 

o 	 0 
is close to 90 and i.t moves very rapidly to 180 at 990 MeV. (Table II 

They conclude their data near KK threshold can then be parametrized by an 
* . pc ++ G + 	 S resonance (J = 0 ,L = 0 ) at 990 MeV which couples to both 1Cl and KK I 

but more strongly to KK. Very similar treatment for ~~-phase shift analysis 

with KK threshold effect has been done by Y. Fujii and M. Kato. 13 ) 

~ 3 Studies 	of Reaction Mechanism 

3-1 Nature of Diffractive Process 

One of the most fundamental problem in strong interaction is a problem 

of the so-called diffractive process in which a Pomeranchuk pole may play 

*) 	For Tc:'ll scattering similar behavior around 900 MeV seems to be observed. 

This may give additional constraints in the analysis of ~-phase shifts. 

(Review talk by R. Diebold at the Batavia Conference, September, 1972) 

We thank Dr. Y. Hara for his private communication. 
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a cetnral role. ;E>omeranchuk. exchange i,~ conJ ectured i,n order to explain the 

observed cons.tancy of total cro@s aectipns of funda,mental ha,dronic reactions 
- + _.i

at high energy', NN, NN J 1T-N, K. N and so on. 

A Pomeranchuk pole is considered to have properties which vacuum may have, 

namely isoscalar and JP = 0+, and to conserve all internal quantum numbers in 

the exchanged process. 

It should be said, however, that our understanding on the problem of diffrac

tion process or about Pomeranchuk exchange has been quite meager. It is only 

very recently that various experimental attacks to probe this question, have 

been made. Some recent bubble chamber experiments are among others quite 

interesting from this point of view. 

Examples are as follows; 

(i) Experiments on the process Yp+pP 14) ,15) ,16) 

(ii) Experiments on the processes, such as trP -+AIP, A
3

P and KP~QP etc~7) 
(iii) Various inclusive experiments18 ) 

3-2 Photoproduction of vector mesons with polarized photons 

---- SLAC -Berkeley Experiment, for example 

Today, we shall talk about only one example, which falls into category (i). 

The experiment is carried out under continueing series of experimental 

projects done by the SLAC-Berkeley Bubble Chamber Group. 

The process of 

} ... (.25) 

is considered to be one of the typical process in which Pomeranchuk exchange 

plays a dominant role. To know how the process goes, its S-dependence, and 

properties of its helicity amplitudes, is their (SLAC-Berkeley Groups} experi

mental purpose. 

They have so far made series of exposures of total more than 2 million 

pictures by using the SLAC-LBL 82" Bubble chamber at various incident photon 

energies from 2 GeV upto 9 GeV, with monochromated polarized photon beams. 

Their pictures are equivalent to 90, 150 and 250 events/~b at 2.8~ 4.7 and 
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9.3 GeV respectively. 

Ex~erimental details are rather straight forward, if you could allow me 

to skip over the detailed story about how to make a polarized monochromatic 

gamma rays from accelerated electron beams at the SLAC 2-mile accelerator~61 
Measurements are done both at the SLAC and Berkeley with their Spiral Reader 

measuring system. Cross sections are obtained by comparing the number of 

event, to the number of e + e pairs found in the same fiducial volume and 

using the pair production cross sections known to 0.5% for flux normalization. 

After standard analysis of the measured events of 3-prong topology, they 

have made very detailed and careful stUdies of the invariant mass distribution 
... of 11' 11' system, its production angular distributions of pions and its spin 

density matrix elements in various reference frames. 

Let us first see the dipion C~T~-) spectrum for all events observed in 

the reaction 

...... " t.2') 

at 9.3 GeV (Fig. 14). We see that any background is almost negligible under 

the clear 9· signal and the reaction (26) occurs predom.inantly through the 

reaction (25). In the dipion mass, we note two striking features, the low 

mass skewing of the ~oresonance shape and almost complete absence of a high 

mass tail which we should expect to see. To explore these problems, ~hey 

have made various analyses. 

The first measurement they made is that of contributions of natural parity 

exchange crN and unnatural parity exchange 0' U to the r· production cross 

section <r. For forward p., the polarization dependence in the matrix element 

for exchange of any trajectory in the natural parity sequence (p = (~l)J, 
...... 

P is parity and J, its spin) will involve the polari zation vector, f. of y and 

p. in the from er .1. For unnatural parity exchange (P= (_1}J+l 1, the form 
p ... ...... ... 

must be pseudoscalar and of the form (ty x k)· fr(here k is momentum vector of 

photons). These lead to the angular distributions in the fOrest frame 

.. - . . ... (2\) 

. . . . . . . (.2.i) 
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wh.ere e i,s the angle of th.e 11:t in the p. ~e§t fra;m.e wi,th. respect to the c .m. s. 

p" di,rection and ~ i~ the ~zi~uth. of the 1fT vrith ~eapect to th.e photon 

polarization ~l~ne. [see ~ig. 151 Thus the natural and unnatural cross 

sectton are s'eparable, by defining the partty asymmetry 

Fig. 16 shows one of examples for 1457 events of reaction (261 at Ey= 4.7 GeV. 

It is evident that natural parity exchange dominates the process. The isotro

pic parts we observe have been consistently explained as due to contributions 

coming from background and the unpolarized beam component. 

It may be worth noticing that in the bubble chamber data, we can isolate 

contributions to parity asymmetry, "PO' due to helicity flip because it has a 

cos 2 e dependence (see scatter-plot of cos 9-l distribution in Fig. 151. 

These are lost in general in the data of counter experiments, where measure

ments are usually done of the cross section for symmetric (namely a =~/2) p. 
decay at two azimuthal angle ~ =0 or ~=1r/2, obtaining so-called a, and (J J. 

respectively. This point is a quite advantage of bubble chamber data as I 

stressed in S1. 

Another very important feature we can study in this experiment is to get 

information on the helicity state involved in this reaction which is very 

importatn to know how Pomeranchuk pole behaves in helicity amplitude of the 

diffractive process. We can see the effect of p helicity flip as a sign of 

longitudinally polarized p. Namely we analyse the angul.ar di.stribution of p. 
decay and its density matrix elements. Since we know the pion pair system 

are in a predominantly P-state, to which we refer as p. , we could follow 

the formalism of Thews19 ) and Schilling et a120 ) for vector meson production 

by polarized photons. 

Let me explain this point a little in detail, refering to Ref. 161. 

The angular distribution of pO decay are to be analysed in three reference 

systems, the Gottfried-Jackson system, the Relicity system and the Adair 

system, which differ each in its choice of the spin quantization axis(Z-axis}. 

(1) 	The Gottfried-Jackson frame: the Z-axis is the direction of incident 

photon in the p. rest system. 
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,. 


(ii) 	The Helicity frame; the Z-axis fs the direction of the p. in the overall 

(y + pl c.m. system. i.e. opposite to the outgoing proton in the p II 

rest system. 

(iii) 	The Adair frame: the Z-axis is taken along the direction of the incident 

photon in the overall (y + pJ c.m. system. 

In all three systems, the Y-axis is always taken to be normal to the produc

tion plane, and for the PQ meson produced forward, all three system concide. 

Depending upon its production mechanism in the reaction (251, the F' 0 may be 

aligned in one of these three systems. In another word helicity conservation 

can be well seen in the specific channel for the corresponding proper frame. 

Namely (1) the G-J frame for t-channel helicity conservation, (2} the Helicity 

system for the s-channel c.m. system helicity conservation. (3} the Adair 
14),211

system for "spin independence" in the s-channel c.m. system. Our problem 

is then to find the density matrix elements of the pO decay and to determine 

the prefered system for describing pO production. Since detailed description 

of spin density matrix elements is given in my lecture at Sugadaira summer 

SChOOl,2) I should like to refer you to that or to Ref. 16). 

Now the decay angular distribution in all three systems by linearly pola

rized photons can be expressed in terms of independent measurable spin density 

matrix, l' i k 0( (here tl. refers to the polarization of incident photons. tL~ 0 

means unpolarized beam and the case of l~ 0 are for linearly polarized beam); 

3 {1 0 1 0 2
W ( COS eJ ~, ~) = 41f' 2" (1 - f 0 0 ) t T ( 3Po a - 1) co s e 

-ftSjI1\2~[y;r l .. lfO lSi'1tl9' Si,"~ -t I;1hfl_1.2. 

S 1'l1. ~ e 5 i11 .2 ~ ) } . <.2~) 
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liere, Py i.s the degree of' l~.nea.r pol~rizatipn ot the 1?hoton~ t ia the angle 

of' the photon electric Rola.rization vector with re~pect to the production 

plane measured in the overall ly + PI. c .m. syste~; eand ~ are the polar 

and azimuthal angle of' the 11'+ ~n the p. rest f'r8lQ.e. Fig. 15 sho"(s relation 

of these angles. Looking at t~e dens itT matrix el~ents in ~ig. 17, ~e 

observe that in the helicity sys-tem, no helicity-f'ltp term i,s signi,ficantly 

different from zero for the region of ,t I < 0.4 GeV2- • This means there i,s 

no significant helicity-flip at the y - p vertex. Accordingly V[e m,~ summarize 

their experimental observation with a conclusion that the diffractively pro

duced pO is consistent with conservation of the s-channel helicity of the 

photon. Since there is an incident that s-channel helicity seems to be 
22conserved in 1J'p elastic scattering ~ factori,zation suggests that fom.eranchuk 

° °t ° tIt 1 tt'exchange may be he1lCl y conservlng161,221.In,_a eas, the e ast'lC sca erlng 

process. 

Another analysis the SLAC-Berkeley collaboration made is concerned on the 

point of low mass skewing in the ni'1T- mass shape at rO. Since this analysis 

is quite model-dependent, I whould rather prefer to leave the discussion on 

this point for your later reference. Instead, I would like to make one comment 

on the ".-+11'- mass distribution at higher energy region, where they have not seen 

any significant peak. This means no higher energy vector meson which decays 

predominantly to the 1f+1f- pair system. In connection with this conclusion, 

this group has very recently reported in their preliminary analysi,s of the 

9.3 GeV 5-prong data that they have observed 4-pion state around 1600 MeV with 


possibly a vector character in the diffraction-like process23~ 

It may be too early to· say anything very definite on how to understand these 


observations. 


§ 3-3 Longitudinal Phase Space Plot and the Prism Plot 

As was discussed in § 2, there are so many hadron reactions which proceed 

through the production of strongly decaying resonances. $o-,called quasi-tow 

body reactions in which at least one out of two outgoing ;particles is a 

resonance, are very important in the study of hadron physics in the sense that 

the process can be understood very similarly to a typical elasttc or simple 

exchange process. It is unfortunately not true that the process is always 
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to be ~imple. On the contrary situatipna ~re u~,ually JD,uch co;m,plicated. For 

ip.~t&ncet reacti,onij ~uch aa.1('''''p -4 ~~",. a,nd 1(p ~ J-tp can not, in general, 

be. d~stingut~he.d by atm.ply ex~i,ning the. three..,ood:r fInal state 1J'-tp ~ 1'('+1(P. 
These tvo quasi~two bod:r re.acti~ons are different and we have usually to examine 

each by itself separatelY' from all other reacti.ons that make the three particle 

final state of P1f+1fo • 

In bubble chamber film analysis it'is , in principle, possible that all the 
...

kinematical information such as four vectors pCE, p} of each of the final 

state of the event are known. By using these kinematical information we hope 

to determine what sort of interactions occurred among these particles and what 

kind of resonances are produced. 

Recently study of many-particle final state has become very fashionable, 

because of the developments of theories in connection with inclusive reactions, 

and of experimental techniques to analyse and present the data. Besides, it 

might be nice to recall that the many body final states occupy most of process

es involved in high energy reactions, about 70 to 80 percents of the total 

cross section around 10 GeV/c. Difficulties are always there, when experimen

tal physicists try to extract some physics from the data of many body reactions. 

That is how to draw a background to measure a significant physical effect in 

the data. It is in this connection,. some trials have been tried to analyse the 
24)

data. Longitudinal phase space plot developed by Van Hove and the so-called 

Prism Plot developed by I, Pless and his collaborators25 } subsequently, are 

among others quite interesting and promissing. Here I will give a brief intro

duction to their concepts and the practical examples. 

Historically it has long been known that in high energy collisions the 

transverse momentum PT is approximately constant (--400 MeV/c) for all outgoing 

particles. It has also been found that one of the most sensitive varialbes 

to the reaction mechanism is the c.m. longitudinal momentum. PL 
*• 

The longi.tudinal phase space (LPS) analysis by Van Hove starts with understand

ing of these well known facts. The L}?S analysis can be explained in terms of 

the plot shown in :Fig. 18 for such three body reactions as 

.. <'30) 

The three variables plotted are the c.m. longitudinal momentum of the three 
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secondary particles, p*(p), r*C"Jt:t) and p*('rr~). The three axis are inclined 
o 

to one anoth.er at 120. Accordingly for each event th.ere is a unique point 

on the LPS plot. This is the very i;mportant feature of the LPS plot, since 

in the scattered plot of the event we can see a particle behavior in connection 

with other t s in the plot. This is nothing else but most important dynamical 

correlation between particles envolved. Example of the experimental distri

bution of events in the LPS analysis are shown in Fig. 19 for the reaction 

1(p ~ P1f1( at 16 GeV/c26! It may be seen that experimental points all lie 

near the boundary of the LPS plot. This is because the transV'erse momenta of 

all three particles is small. This fact allows us to convert this two-dimen

sional LPS plot into a simpler one-dimensional distribution. 

This is done by introducing a sensitive angular variable C4f, measured anti-

clockwise from the axis of P* Clf':t) = 0 as is shown in Fig. 19. 

This polar angle W- is sometimes called as a Van Hove angle. By using the 

~-variable, we may be able to separate the events with different reaction 

mechanism as peak in the aT-angular distribution. Bialas et a127 ) have first 

shown by using this technique that whenever possible the diffraction mechanism 

dominates three body reactions at high energy. Applications of the method to 

varlOUS. react"lons are now b"elng t'rled26 },28). . 

One of the most interesting and promising extention of the Van Hove LPS 

analysis is the Prism Plot developed by I. Pless and his collaborators25 ). 

Essential point of their idea in making a Prism Plot analysis is based on 

the use of the Van Hove angle W in addition to other variables. For three 

body final state at a given condition with unpolarized beam and target, there 

are only four variables required to completely specify the final state. 

In their Prism Plot analysis of the reaction 1(p ~ pif"t1f' at 3.9 GeV/c, 

Pless et a125 ) used this Van Hove angle ~ together with the total energies 

of the outgoing proton and one of the pions. The fourth variabletbey used is 

the :ratio R/;Rmax, of the length of the radial vector (H) in the Van Hove plot 

to the maximum length (Rmax) that vector could have at the given Van Hove 

angle (See Fig. 18 and ;Fig. 201. Two energy variables can best be represented 

by a point in an energy equilateral triangle, namely in the Dalilz plot. 

If we use the Van Hove angle ~as a z-coordinate together with the two 

dimensional energy simplex, we construct a data plot bounded by a rectangular 
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equilateral prism. The outline of such a prism is shown in Fig. 20, which 

illustrates the reason for calling the method Prism Plot analysis. When we 

utilize the variable R/Rmax, analysis gives much better insight, in separating 

the events comming from different mechanism. Fig. 21 shows the example how 

the R/Rmax-distribution relates to the Prism Plot. Fig. 21 (a) and (b), 

which are Monte Carlo data for the Lorentz invariant phase space, have a 

difuse set of point in the Prism Plot and R/Rmax is symmetric about 0.5 and 

has a peak at the centre. In contrast, Fig. 21 ec) and Cd), which are their 

~ip ~ ~~pdata at 3.9 GeV/c, show that the events cluster into three sharp 

tubes and R/Rmax peaks at around 0.9. Comparing Fig. 21 (b) and (d), one 

sees immediately that so-called Lorentz invariant phase space plays almost 

no role in this final state. This clustering into three sharp tubes seems 

to be due to dynamical reasoning. Namely, it has been shown that each tube 

contains a resonance produced, or any two-body correlation between the 

particles. The clustering is also a reflection of such dynamical properties 

of many body reactions as the limitted transverse momentum, P and the correlaT 
tion between particles and resonances produced. 

Three body final state produced in the ~~p reaction can be any of the 

following; 

1r-t'+ P A 1"-t 
--~ -r 1f" 

~ A-t 't 1r

~ P .,. 
 51 
~ (P'lf°) -r -'lJ' t 

(diffraction dissociation) 

-+ p 1"' 1ft 11'9 (pure phase space)-r 

In their analysis with the Prism Plot, I. Pless et al showed with remarkable 

success that events in each tube well correspond to the events which form 

a resonance or two-body correlation produced in either of the reactions 

listed above. Fig. 22 (b) is the (~~p ) invariant mass distribution for 

the events in the upper tube in the Prism Plot and Fig. 22 (d) the (-1\1"'1\" ) 

mass distribtuion for the central tube of the Prism Plot. Corresponding 

( 'Trot P ) and ('TT-t 1\') invariant mass distributions for the total samples are 

given in Fig. 22 (a) and (c), respectively. One sees very clearly that ~~~ 
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and 9+ productipns dominate the procea~ ~n ea.ch ca,~.e. The authQr~ J?tres~ed 

that tb..e dittract~on d~,s~oci~tipn iJ~i contai,ne.d i,n the loV{er tub.e of the plot 

together wi:th the A.... production. From thi:.~ result ~. we XD,~ s-ay that ~·wrong 

pairing'" of the l?arti,cles shows no resonances and smear out the true resonant· 

peak, although the Lorentz l?hase space has nothing to do with this smearing. 

Since i:t 1s usually very di.fficult to extract events of a specific 

production mechani.sm from all the other events envolved in the reaction, it 

seems to me quite remarkable that nhis selection of the clustered events 

in the Pri.sm Plot could be done without any sacri.fice of universality of 

its selection criteria, or in another word, without any particular biases. 

Although the method looks promissing, there seems to be much to be done before 

we conclude its very usefulness in the study of many body reactions. 

As they discussed in their paper251, the technique can easily be generalized 

to the fout'-body final state also. I would, however, like to leave this 

problem for you. 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Dalitz plot for the reaction 'l(p --t'i1r-t1J\,. at 8 GeV/c. 

Total 3567 events. Ref. 7) and lIt. 

Fig. 2. Chew-Low plot for 1\"'1\- in the reaction 1fp ~ ,.f1{-tt'f\,. at 8 Gey / c, 

3567 events. Ref. 7J and 11 I. 

Fig. 3. A Feynman diagram showing a one-pion-exchange COPEl mechanism. 

Fig. 4. Differential cross sections Lcr-/ d-It I for events' of the reaction 

pp .-., A~ in the A"-+ region (Ca J and Cb) on the left) and for the 

events of the reaction 1f"'p ~ Ai'SO in the 6.1'+_~. region (Ca)-(d) 

on the right) The solid curves give the results of the OPE fit. 

Fig. 5. Examples of comparisons of calculated on-mass-shell cross sections 
, 

by using corresponding reactions (reaction (4) and (4) , for example) 

with the measured on-mass-shell cross sections. 

Fig. 6. 	 ,ct.cyit-distribution for 1(p -+1f1f+fJ\.- reaction at 8GeV/c shows strong 

absorption effect (a), while the reaction 1{f ~ 'Tf"'1{- A-t'+ has no 

such absorption effect (b). Figure (a) is from Ref. 7) and (b) from 

Ref. 9). 

Fig. 7. A Feynman diagram showing a one-pion-exchange (OPE) mechanism in 

the reaction 1r1' p ~ 1f"t1(1f-t" P . 

Fig. 8. (a) 1T"'p mass distribution for if"'? ~ 1r'T,,-1i-tp reaction at 7 GeV/c, 

both combination for 1TT included. 

(b) 1T'-11'-t mass distribtuion in the same bin size (20 MeV), both 

combination included. 

(c) 1T-'rr-t" mass distribution in the same bin size, for the events 

with 1:::t. ...-t selected. 

Fig. 9. 1T-t'l( cross sections (CaJ is an extrapolated one) and K+K cross 

sect ion obtained in the 7 GeV/ c ir"t P..-...". 1T-t'l(.l::,.rl and 'n"'"p ~ tc\of't(" ~-r .... 

reactions. 
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Fig. 10~2. <'('L.) moments for extraflolated data and for \ t"rA I 4!;. 0.1 Qey2 :t 

for L = 1 - L ;:; 6 (Ref. 911. 

Fig. 13. Extrapolated < Y \ • > moments for 1'tp vertex. Solid curves correspond 

to physical ~.p scattering. (Ref. 911. 

Fig. 14. Dipion mass spectrum of reaction (261 obtained in the bubble chamber 

for E T = 9. 3 GeV. 

Fig. 15. 	Coordinate system illustrating the production of the reaction (26), 

the decay plane of j. and polarization vector of the incident photon, 

ey in the --S- -rest system. 

Fig. 16. 	Decay angular distribution of 1T't from ~., in the ~. rest frame, 

n
showing the natural parity exchange dominl7te in the S' photoproduction 

process. 

Fig. 17. 	Density matrix elements of the S· decays in the G~J .• the helicity, 

and the Adair systems. 

Fig. 18. 	Principle of Van Hove hexagonal plot in the longitudinal phase space 

(LPS) analysis. 

Fig. 19. 	An example of LPS analysis for the events of 1(p -""" P1f1\" at 16 GeV/c 

(Ref. 23). 

Fig. 20. 	Three body Van Hove plot, the triangular Dalitz plot and the principle 

of Prism Plot analysis. 

Fig. 21. 	An example showing how the R/Rmax-distribution relates to the Prism 

Plot. (a) and (b) are for the Monte Carlo events for the Lorentz 

invariant phase space, and (b) and Cd) are the same plot and distri 

bution for the real events of 1T"'P ---J> f 1ft'1\'- reaction at 3.9 GeV/ c 

(Ref. 25). 

Fig. 22. 	 (p 1f1' ) and r 1{-t'1{' } invariant mass distributions for the events of 
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'\(p -+ P1r't1{0 rea.ction at 3.9 Gey/c. la) and (b) are the distri

hutions without an~ selection~ and leI. and ld) are the correspond

ing mass d~strt:butions with the tagged A'" l' and the tagged t T 

events through the Prism Plot analysis. (Ref. 251. 
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(J,:> 

N 

CJ) 
Table I Properties of two different fits. 

Case Description 
Degrees 

of freedom 
z 

X S* pole E: pole 

-- .'. ----Background phase for 1 

t 

given by. 5(l) _ 21 +1
• B - q 

:/= 0 waves 

N 

L (1) n a q
n 

n=O 147 152.2 

980:1: 6 

-i(37:1: 8) 

600:!: 100 

-i(2S0::t: 70) 

M-matrix elements: n sheet 11 sheet 

M ..
l.l 

o 1 2 2= M .. + ~L. (s-so) +M .. (s-s )
11 11 IJ 0 

See text for complete de scription 

2 

Background phas e for 1 =!= 0 \vave s 
N 

given by: 6~) =q D 1 (q) L a~ )qn 

n=O t47 153.6 

975:!: 6 

-i(39:!: 8) 

650:!: 70 

-(150:!:50) 

M-matrix elements: 

o 1
M ..=M .. + M ..

l.J IJ IJ 
2

(E-EOl + M .. 
. IJ 

3
(E-EO) II sheet IV sheet 

Otherwise same as case 1 . 

... 
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